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Theresa May in 'U-turn' over pre-article 50 Brexit debate in
parliament

theguardian.com/politics/2016/oct/12/theresa-may-accepts-need-for-brexit-debate-in-parliament

Theresa May has accepted the need to have “full and transparent” parliamentary scrutiny before triggering
Brexit, as Labour demanded answers to 170 questions about leaving the EU.

In a last-minute concession, the government accepted a Labour motion calling for MPs to have more say over
the strategy for leaving the EU before article 50 is triggered by the end of March.

May had been facing her first government defeat over the motion on Wednesday, as a number of Conservatives
indicated they were prepared to vote with Labour to demand greater public debate over the Brexit negotiating
strategy.

The concession does not go as far as specifying that MPs should get a formal vote on article 50 or any Brexit
deal and slightly amends Labour’s version to say the government’s negotiating position must not be undermined.

However, it does mean there will have to be a substantive parliamentary debate on No 10’s strategy at a later
date before the UK embarks on Brexit. One Tory MP said this meant the Commons would have to broadly
approve the negotiating position before article 50 is invoked.

Emily Thornberry, the shadow foreign secretary, said it was a significant U-turn and Labour would force the
government to be accountable over Brexit.

She told BBC Radio 4’s Today programme that the opposition would not let ministers “go into a locked room and
come out with some plan that they want to keep secret”.

Thornberry and Keir Starmer, the shadow Brexit secretary, are demanding answers to at least 170 questions
about leaving the EU on everything from single market membership to the impact on the NHS.

However, May and her ministers are refusing to disclose the details of what they want from talks with Brussels,
saying they will not provide a running commentary on their negotiating plans. The prime minister is also declining
to give parliament a formal vote on the decision to trigger the Brexit process or any deal she achieves, saying it
is the government’s prerogative.

Thornberry said this secrecy was “nonsense”, as many of the negotiating demands would emerge as soon as
the UK started talks with other EU member states.

May has remained silent on the form of Brexit she wants to pursue but there are already tensions between
ministers about whether to go for a “hard” deal securing a clean break with the EU.

The alternative is a deal maintaining as much access to the single market as possible while potentially still
paying into the Brussels budget and accepting a high degree of free movement.

It was reported that David Davis, the Brexit secretary, was frustrated by a leak from the Treasury suggesting a
hard Brexit could cost the UK £66bn.

The former Labour leader Ed Miliband, who is urging May to let parliament scrutinise the Brexit negotiations,
says Labour should ready itself to capitalise on the mandate for change represented by the referendum result.

“Personally, I think Brexit is really important, and it’s got to become an opportunity for us,” he told an event in
London to relaunch the New Economics Foundation (Nef) thinktank on Tuesday. “We’ve got to talk about the
deeper forces at work with Brexit, but also why were those forces mobilised in part in a way that I didn’t manage,
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and Labour hasn’t managed?”

He said the Brexit vote was a signal that voters wanted to see a radical change in the way Britain was run –
including electoral reform – and Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour party should be ready to respond.

“There was no sense that this was a small decision; this was a big decision and a big sense of change,” he said.
“Labour has an absolutely huge opportunity in my view, at the moment, and I don’t think we should be blind to
that at all.”

Nef is now being run by Marc Stears, a former Miliband adviser, and aims to produce practical proposals that
would amount to a leftwing reading of the vote-winning Brexit campaign slogan “take back control”.

But Miliband’s fellow panellist Vince Cable, the former Liberal Democrat business secretary, said the referendum
result was in fact a sign that the electorate had shifted to the right.

May used her party conference speech last week to suggest she would use the vote as a mandate for tougher
immigration controls and a more interventionist government.
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Hard Brexit will cost Treasury up to £66bn
a year, ministers are told

Leaked papers suggest leaving EU single market will cause between 5.4% and 9.5% slump in GDP,
with massive loss of tax revenue
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The leaked document is based on a study published by George Osborne during the referendum campaign.
Photograph: Jose Luis Magana/AP
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Treasury coffers may take a £66bn annual hit if Britain goes for a hard Brexit, cabinet
ministers have been warned.

Leaked government papers suggest that leaving the single market and switching to
World Trade Organisation (WTO) rules would cause GDP to fall by up to 9.5%
compared with staying in the EU.

The draft cabinet committee paper seen by the Times is based on forecasts from the
controversial study into the predicted impact of quitting the EU published by George
Osborne in April during the referendum campaign. Although the then chancellor faced
widespread criticism over the report, the Treasury stands by its calculations, according
to the Times.

The documents says: “The Treasury estimates thatBrexit weekly briefing:
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UK GDP would be between 5.4% and 9.5% of GDP
lower after 15 years if we left the EU with no
successor arrangement, with a central estimate of
7.5%.

“The net impact on public sector receipts – assuming
no contributions to the EU and current receipts from the EU are replicated in full –
would be a loss of between £38bn and £66bn per year after 15 years, driven by the
smaller size of the economy.”

Brexit backers who have seen the documents told the newspaper the figures were
unrealistic and claimed there was a push to “make leaving the single market look bad”.

But prominent remain campaigners pushing for a soft Brexit that would keep Britain in
the single market said the documents showed the “horrific damage” of leaving the
trading bloc.

The former Conservative minister Anna Soubry MP, a supporter of the Open Britain
campaign, said: “The horrific damage of a hard Brexit is clear. Less tax revenue means
less to invest in schools and hospitals, lower trade and investment means businesses
and jobs at risk.

“This danger is precisely why parliament must be involved in the principles to guide the
Brexit negotiations. Britain will leave the EU, but we must do so in a way the protects
our prosperity and reduces risk. The government should now make clear the ‘WTO
option’ isn’t on the table.”

The prime minister, Theresa May, is facing growing pressure to allow MPs a vote on
Brexit and the government is also fighting a legal challenge over the use of royal
prerogative to invoke article 50, which triggers the process of leaving the EU.

The Brexit secretary, David Davis, told MPs the government would “observe the
constitutional and legal precedents” on giving MPs a vote on any treaty setting out
Britain’s new relationship with the EU.

The Liberal Democrat leader, Tim Farron, said the leaked documents showed quitting
the single market would wreck the economy.

“This is yet more proof that hard Brexit would be an act of sheer economic vandalism,”
he said. The Liberal Democrats will stand up for Britain’s membership of the single
market. We cannot stand by while this reckless, divisive and uncaring Conservative
government wrecks the UK economy.”

A government spokesman said: “We want the best outcome for Britain. That means
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pursuing a bespoke arrangement which gives British companies the maximum freedom
to trade with and operate in the single market, and enables us to decide for ourselves
how we control immigration.”
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